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                  Another day and another major elephant ivory trafficking incident – this shouldn’t still be happening
              


                        

                        
                  It’s April 2024, 35 years since the international ban on ivory trade and three-and-a-half decades of investment to tackle wildlife trafficking, yet Vietnamese news outlets this week announced the interception of another 1.6 tonnes of ivory, smuggled from Nigeria – the latest in a long and dismal catalogue of similar incidents
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                  EIA at 40 podcast – ‘I’ve been threatened by senior government officials, shouted at and screamed at’
              


                        

                        
                  In the latest episode of EIA's 'What on Earth?' podcast, with EIA UK Executive Director Mary Rice talks about the highs and lows she’s experienced and about the challenges to come
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                  EIA podcast – will Mexico’s crackdown on illegal fishing give vaquitas a fighting chance?
              


                        

                        
                  With only an estimated 10 individuals left, the vaquita porpoise is the world’s most endangered marine mammal, pushed to the edge of extinction by illegal fishing for the dried swim bladders of totoaba fish which are in high demand in Asia
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                  Large ivory seizure in Mozambique comes amid worrying signs of increasing elephant poaching
              


                        

                        
                  A major shipment of 651 pieces of elephant ivory has been seized in Mozambique en route to Dubai
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                  More than four out of five Britons support action to fight climate change and curb methane emissions
              


                        

                        
                  According to a new poll, Britons overwhelmingly support taking action to minimise the impacts of climate change (84 per cent total support, including 37 per cent who strongly support).
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                  With a bigger impact than China, the UK must act swiftly to stop the illegal clearing of forests
              


                        

                        
                  The negative impact of the UK’s consumption of goods on the world’s forests is higher than that of China
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